Helping visitors select the
right products with customer
review personalization

“Insider’s advanced segmentation technology and personalization solutions
help us improve our customer experience strategy. Now we are able to
identify important pain points and optimize customer journeys, testing every
step of the customer experience and altering how we engage our customers.
We are completely happy with the results we get from revealing positive
customer reviews and looking forward to implement various campaigns in the
future.”
Mikhail Morozov, Head of Product Management Team

About M.Video
Operating in Russia since
1993, M.Video is one of
the leading European
consumer electronics
retail chains and the
biggest omni-channel
retailer in Russia. Running
379 brand name stores in
161 Russian cities,
M.Video oﬀers its
customers approximately
20,000 SKUs of
audio/video, digital, small
and large home
appliances, media and
entertainment products
as well as accessories.

Making conﬁdent
purchase decisions
85% of visitors read
product reviews before
making a purchase and
79% take those reviews as
personal suggestions,
which demonstrates the
potential of customer
reviews for increasing
conversion rates. Customer
reviews are naturally
occurring marketing
contents and can be used
as conﬁrmation to show
that a product is
well-received by customers.
The main question is: How
can brands ensure that
their visitors view the most
valuable reviews which will
make it easier to select the
product they are interested
in?

Leveraging positive
customer reviews
The semantic analytics
capability of Insider’s
platform helps brands
make use of their
customer reviews in the
best possible way.
Detecting negative
keywords and
understanding when a
review is negative, the
innovative technology of
Insider enables
companies to leverage
positive brand awareness
among their potential
customers. This way
brands are able to display
the relevant and
aﬃrmative reviews,
boosting customers’
conﬁdence in purchasing.

5 star review
personalization
With the help of semantic
analytics, negative
comments are identiﬁed
and visitors who land on
product detail pages are
only shown 5 star reviews
about the product they are
viewing.

Results
With Insider’s customer review personalization, M.Video was
able to help its visitors make faster purchase decisions with
conﬁdence, achieving a 5.84% conversion rate uplift, 1.53%
increase in average order value and 18,277 extra sales.

About Insider
Insider is a digital experience delivery platform for marketers. Accessible from a uniﬁed data engine,
Insider enables marketers to leverage predictive segmentation and real-time technologies to boost loyalty
and digital growth. Insider is easy to integrate and comes with a strong support team at no extra cost so
that clients do not require any investment in additional technical or project management resources. Insider
is a technology company with oﬃces in London, Moscow, Singapore, Dubai, Warsaw, Istanbul, Kuala
Lumpur, Jakarta, Sydney, Seoul, Tokyo, Ho Chi Minh City and Bangkok. Insider was listed as one of Europe’s
100 Hottest Startups in 2016 by WIRED Magazine, featuring European startups that are having an impact.
Helping world’s leading brands grow beyond the speed of customer expectations, Insider is trusted by over
300 businesses across various industries including Toyota, UNIQLO, Media Markt, Lenovo, Singapore
Airlines, MasterCard, BBVA, Fiat, Carrefour, Ticketmaster, Air Arabia, Tune Hotels, Domino’s, McDonald’s,
Avon and CNN.
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